
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking for a strategic consulting. Please
review the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we
will consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but
have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for strategic consulting

Develop executive presentations, conduct interview and facilitate working
sessions with client counterparts
Work either as part of a larger project or as an independent workstream,
leading small to mid-sized teams and coaching the team members on an
individual basis
Develop frameworks, approaches, solutions and recommendations through
the analysis of client data that effectively and efficiently address the most
impactful opportunities and challenges
Produce insights and analyses to improve client performance, drive
understanding of client issues and provide strategic guidance for client
priorities across the payment P&L
Where employee is a subject matter expert, provide knowledge sharing,
coaching and training across functional teams and/or regions
Leadership and oversight of a field-based Workflow Consultant team who are
responsible for delivering workflow consulting assessments, training and
advice to customers (including process and value stream mapping, 5S
analysis, change management, )… Managing operational and financial
performance of the Workflow Consultancy team and the 1Roche Strategic
Workflow Consultancy solution offering to create value and achieve cross-
franchise sales objectives
Develop and administer standardized and harmonized practices for
consistent national delivery of workflow advisory services
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Provide expertise to assist consultants with the assessment of new and
existing customer laboratories and work practices to recommend near and
longer term improvements that deliver efficiency, safety and effectiveness to
customer stakeholders
Drive the strategic development and implementation of a cross-franchise
Strategic Workflow consulting team that leverages the clinical, operational
and financial value of our solutions, in close coordination with Global and
Local stakeholders

Qualifications for strategic consulting

Insurance marketing within a carrier
Experience working on projects in other digital channels – social, online
media, email
8+ years of experience preferably in change management, marketing
strategy, and /or digital technology consulting
At least 2 years of work experience with developing web applications with
AngularJS and JQuery and packaging web apps with NPM, Bower, Less, and
Grunt
Extensive experience in the IT Industry in SAPs product portfolio across the
value chain (development, sales, services, operations, support)
Creates high-quality, compelling documents to communicate findings and
recommendations using MS PowerPoint, Word and Excel


